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• How do these systems collect the data for their knowledge bases? Is it important to make sure the data is
high-quality and/or curated? What role does inference
play in such systems? Can we combine evidence from
multiple sources on the Web to give higher-confidence
answers to queries? What level of quality does the
knowledge base need to adhere to in order to offer useful search? Has information extraction had any success
here or is it all manual work?

The question of which role structured data can play in
Web search has been raised from the early days of the Web.
On the one hand, structured data can be used to answer factual queries. On the other, large amounts of structured data
can be used to better organize web-content and therefore to
improve search on a wide range of queries.
While the Information-Retrieval approach to web search
has been the clear winner to date, in recent years there has
been renewed activity in trying to leverage structured data
in web search. The efforts encompassed both research and
commercial products, such as [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. Perhaps the key aspects of these new efforts is that they consider
breadth of structured data, rather than individual verticals.
This panel discussion will consider some of the fundamental
questions regarding the role of structured data in search and
will examine the significance of recent advances. In particular, some of the questions we will consider are the following:

• How can structured data best be used to improve the
results of search queries? In particular, would you integrate techniques for answering factual queries with
a traditional search engine? Are there enough factual
queries that current search engines don’t answer well?
• What systems issues do we need to consider? How do
you index such a large and varied collection of structured data? How do you process queries efficiently?
Do you need offline reasoning/view computation?

• Is structured data at all even necessary or relevant in
the context of web search? Search engines have thus
far fared admirably well without doing much in the
way if structured data. If so, why is it relevant now
when it hasn’t been relevant to date?
• Is it even feasible to harness structured data in a broad
horizontal fashion? Are there applications apart from
standard query answering? Most successful efforts to
date around structured data have been in verticals
with highly constrained query types.
• Exactly what do we mean when we say structured data
anyway? How does this relate to the Semantic Web
and the Deep Web?
• What techniques are used to build the large ontologies
that underly current systems, and what evidence do
we have that they work? Why do they work? Why
were previous attempts to build monolithic ontologies
less successful?
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• Why couldn’t we build these systems 15 years ago
when the idea was first proposed? Was there some
critical technology that became mature? Is it all because we now have Wikipedia? What do we need to
really make structured data a success on the Web?
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